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Summary
Omdia view
Intelligent cloud network enables true business success in the digital world
The overall global economic outlook is improving. The world that paused on the threshold of
digitalization because of the disruption caused by the COVID-19 pandemic is now set to continue its
journey. The pandemic appears to have been a true “blessing in disguise” and a real boost for the
telco industry. It is now a universal belief that communications networks are vital and played a vital
role in keeping businesses running smoothly for working, learning, and entertainment at home
during strict lockdowns and individual isolations.
Many communications service providers (CSPs) learned bitter lessons and faced challenges from
poor network transformation practices. But they now appear to be determined to accelerate
massive IP transport network infrastructure improvements and robust transformation to meet
unprecedented data explosions and the demands of deterministic user experiences.
Digitalization is the key priority for all CSPs and a way forward. The modern digital world needs
robust agile, efficient, and flexible solutions for its production systems. Timely adoption of top digital
initiatives such as intelligent cloud-based synergy, convergence, and integration will help CSPs meet
the complex demands of network agility, efficiency, and scalability.
Omdia observes that enterprise cloudification for quick and efficient time to market of new digital
services and the unleashing of the full potential of 5G for business-to-business (B2B), high-revenue
industrial use cases enabled by the Internet of Things (IoT) are key trends for an intelligent world.
The realization of intelligent cloud network convergence or integration in the form of carbon-free
intelligent cloud-oriented IP transport networks is now imperative: necessity is the mother of
invention.
In Omdia’s view end-to-end, highly secure, agile, and efficient IP transport network readiness with
intelligent cloud network integration will play a crucial role in driving the whole digitalization journey
and enabling true business success.

Market catalysts and trends
Enterprise cloudification, 5G, and IoT ignite the true value of Intelligent cloud networks
Enterprise digital transformation and cloudification, 5G, and IoT are catalyzing and cementing the
true need for an intelligent cloud network integration for IP transport bearer networks. Therefore, it
is the right time for CSPs to look for new business and service growth points in the digital era. CSPs
already have a strong advantage because they build and manage networks, unlike over-the-top
(OTT) players. Bringing intelligent cloud network integration will fuel their enterprise customers’
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digital transformation and help them achieve their goal of providing one-stop digitalization services.
On the other hand, it is not realistic for OTT players to build new and full-coverage local networks
except as cloud services.
Owning the network and having the advantages of doing cloud network synergy, convergence, or
integration for fully unleashed intelligent, agile, and efficient connectivity with guaranteed user
experience for anyone helps CSPs stay competitive and grab new revenue streams. Intelligent cloud
network convergence for transport bearer networks inspires new growth for CSPs. It will facilitate
connectivity in an intelligent world, just as we have seen the power grid accelerate the second
industrial revolution.

Market dynamics
B2B2X vertical and enterprise digitalization is a new market and revenue opportunity
Unlike operators in other industries, service providers have not seen their revenues much affected
by the pandemic, thanks to the urgent need for connectivity to support working from home, learning
from home, and on-demand entertainment during isolations and strict lockdowns. COVID-19 and
recently started 5G standalone deployments cemented strong connectivity and the readiness of
digitally adaptive transport networks with positive market growth and increased IP network
investments.
CSPs are aware that digitalization is an ongoing journey in the post-pandemic era and will be the
ultimate goal; B2B and B2B2C is relatively new but will emerge as a larger revenue market segment.
And the urgent readiness of converged intelligent cloud network native IP fabric transport
infrastructures with secure, intelligent cloud network integrations in metro and backbone transport
for service agility and AI-enabled operational excellence will be imperative for all industrial and
enterprise digital transformation journeys.
Millions of enterprises have the digital vision of moving to the cloud as part of their enterprise
digitization process, one in which intelligent cloud network capabilities will surely play a major role.
Likewise, service providers are sensing this new, evolving market dynamic and are committed being
proactive in grabbing these new digital B2B market opportunities in addition to their last-mile
connectivity business.
Cloud network integration with intelligent IP metro and cloud backbone will bring agility,
adaptability, large capacity, network “intelligentization,” and simplicity and will help enterprise
customers bring their emerging services to market quickly.

Regional market outlook
Common reasons for IP network modernization and intelligentization in regional markets
The observations of Omdia’s service provider routing and switching market research team lead us to
conclude that there are common compelling reasons in all regional markets for network
modernization and intelligentization. CSPs are looking to explore network modernization in their
existing IP transport bearer networks for the reasons listed below.
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Why modernization in existing IP networks is required

•

Time to end of product because of associated high-performing risks

•

High opex costs

•

Low bandwidth support

•

Complex siloed networks: one service, one network

Why IP network intelligentization is required for existing networks

•

Long time to market for new services

•

Low efficiency of operations and maintenance (O&M)

•

Inflexible and inelastic bandwidth and charging

•

Poor integration with operations support systems (OSS) and business support systems (BSS)

•

No routing programmability as with SRv6

•

Exhaustion of IPv4

•

Hard to acquire resources

Therefore, considering the market dynamics and network transformation outlook, Omdia’s latest IP
market forecasts, shown in Figure 1, show a positive trending and investment forecast for the total
service provider routing and switching market, predicting it to reach around $16.4bn by 2025. Strong
drivers for network capacity expansion—a tsunami of data, IP peering and data center requirements,
cloud backbone, and so on—push the IP core routing segment market to grow at 3.7% from 2020 to
2025. While the IP edge segment market continues to grow with a CAGR of 2.3% from 2020 to 2025,
the current expectation is that substitution with network disaggregation will be delayed or not seem
successful. In the short term, expect to see stronger demand due to an acceleration in 5G backhaul
deployments to meet high bandwidth requirements at the cell site and cloud network integrations in
the metro to meet demands for service agility and guaranteed user experience.
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Figure 1: Service provider routing and switching forecast, 2021–25
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In short, connectivity continues to be the main revenue stream in most regional markets, with more
adaptive intelligent cloud network integrations for enterprise cloudification for B2B and B2B2C
because the consumer market is saturated and growth is mostly organic. Therefore, CSPs now need
to continue their focus on differentiated service strategies, capturing new growth in the B2B market,
and helping governments meet their digitalization goals for an intelligent world.
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Backdrop to an intelligent
cloud network integration
Industry backdrop: Network challenges hindering
digital transformation
CSPs’ strong determination to support enterprise digital transformation by building an intelligent
cloud network with strong emphasis on cloud network integration in their underlying transport
network is accompanied by new requirements and challenges. It is also a bitter reality of the past
that CSPs, being the networks’ owners, have already lost a big chunk of business benefits to OTT
cloud service provider rivals because of the slow pace of their cloud deployment initiatives, long
times to market, and lengthy and cumbersome network and service provisioning procedures. On the
other hand, OTT cloud providers have had an aggressive strategy of moving closer to the edge or
nearer to users for better user experiences through network functions virtualization. As a result,
their determination to build their network infrastructure backbones is becoming a significant threat
for CSPs.
CSPs’ future success with industry is now very dependent on how vendors assist and work closely
with them to deliver cutting-edge digital and intelligent network technology solutions in their
networks to deliver the required experiences to their subscribers.
But this enterprise cloudification of B2B industrial use cases poses key network expectations and
requirements because of the lack of physical boundaries. More secure collaboration is needed
between enterprises, network, cloud, and applications in the intelligent cloud-network-based digital
era. Some of the big challenges or, in fact, long-pending questions that need urgent resolution and
answers for successful sailing in the digitalization era are as follows:

•

Enterprises demand multicloud connection with single-point access. How can CSPs provide
multiple-service enhanced capabilities to edge sites that can enable multicloud interconnections
that adapt to hybrid multicloud requirements?

•

How can differentiated service experiences be assured with a major shift from best efforts to
deterministic and high-quality service experiences?

•

How can CSPs realize quick network provisioning and service rollouts to achieve the principle
of network on demand or network as a service (NaaS) for better service agility in the digital era?
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•

How can CSPs move from single-point security to an end-to-end network security architecture
for networks, devices, cloud, and applications for the best service assurance and service
experience?

•

How can network resources be optimized by visualizing network resources and intelligently
meeting dynamic traffic-change uncertainties?

There is an urgent need for telco industry stakeholders, including CSPs and Tier 1 vendors, to work
together closely and comprehensively in considering and planning a robust wireline IP transport
network. The transport bearer network that connects wireless and core networks should be
foundational and leveraged on principles of intelligent IP-based cloud network integrated
frameworks that provide enormous computing power to drive B2B industrial use cases for a strong
digital era and answer the questions above.

Technology backdrop: Realizing cloud networks to
seek potential opportunities
As owners of the network, CSPs are fully aware of the urgent demand of millions of enterprises for a
unified cloud-based, service-oriented network for their production systems in the digital era. And a
deep-dive transport bearer network modernization strategy is imperative for CSPs to get the lion’s
share from this digital connectivity race in which B2B2X is their new revenue-generating sector.
CSPs are exploring ways and brainstorming different network and cloud synergy options with a
strong belief that IPv6/IPv6+ based network transformation with intelligent cloud network
integration based on AI-enabled network automation will play a greater role in successful
implementation and acceleration of enterprise digital transformation, enabling growth in all
services.
Omdia analyzed CSPs’ bearer networks to understand their shortcomings and capabilities from the
perspective of cloud network integration. Based on our observations, we developed three important
strategy recommendations for accelerating an intelligent cloud network implementation in the
digital era.
Observation: CSPs have a strong transport bearer network foundation but no cloud capabilities
Omdia observed that some CSPs have no cloud capabilities even though they have a strong bearer
network. As a result, they are losing revenue to OTT players.
Omdia suggestion
Omdia suggests that CSPs with cloud construction capabilities they have not yet exploited should
consider undertaking the evolution to a converged 5G and 2B transport bearer network. This logical
architectural convergence of physical equipment will bring embedded resource management and
service scheduling based on physical layer streamlining. Cloud network convergence is proven in
bringing “one network, one cloud-integrated capability” for cloud-data convergence, cloudintelligence convergence, and cloud-edge convergence
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Observation: CSPs have a strong transport bearer network foundation but weak cloud capabilities
Omdia found many CSPs have a strong underlying IP transport bearer network. However, they have
insufficient and weak cloud network synergy capabilities because of a lack of cloud capabilities and
openness (e.g., network resource visualization) in the network.
Omdia suggestion
Omdia suggests that DC-centric network construction and providing high-quality private-line
connection to the cloud will help achieve intelligent cloud network synergy. CSPs will attract higher
revenue by selling their high-quality private lines with guaranteed service level agreements (SLAs)
for cloud connection. Enterprises in the digital era need reliable and dedicated private-line
connections to the cloud. Providing automatic service provisioning and loading with one-stop cloud
network subscription services is key to success.
Observation: CSPs have a strong transport bearer network and strong cloud capabilities
Omdia found some CSPs have strong transport bearer and cloud capabilities. However, they need
more enhanced strategies to attract higher revenue and stay competitive.
Omdia suggestion
Omdia suggests that integrating cloud network integration with building multicloud (including
private, public, hybrid) and bundling with a strong network foundation is imperative for successful
results. CSPs should leverage their existing private-line network connections and empower their
enterprise and vertical industry customers with e-commerce-like service experiences that enable
one-stop service subscription and automated service provisioning. The main benefit of this strategy
is that CSPs can build and leverage their hybrid cloud capabilities to provide combined connection
and cloud services and attract higher revenue. By implementing an intelligent cloud network
integration strategy, CSPs can offer the following key benefits to their enterprises and B2B vertical
industry customers:

•

Easy integration: fast and flexible integration with in-house hybrid cloud and third-party cloud
service partners

•

Elasticity: bandwidth automatically adapted to various service traffic thresholds

•

High security: end-to-end efficient device-network-cloud-application integrated security
architecture to provide secure interconnection between private and public clouds

•

Self-service portals: empowered enterprises through the user-friendly web-based deployment
of cloud networks for service creation and bandwidth scaling

Key capabilities of an intelligent cloud network
integrated solution
CSPs are looking for key capabilities of intelligent cloud network solutions to provide their enterprise
customers with one-hop cloud access with one-network wide connections, one-click fast scheduling,
© 2022 Omdia. All rights reserved. Unauthorized reproduction prohibited.
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one-fiber multipurpose transport, and a one-stop unified end-to-end security mechanism.
Moreover, enterprises with consistent target network requirements for their digital production
system need strong synergy between network and cloud that can guarantee end-to-end SLAs during
higher collaborations of enterprises, networks, and data.
Figure 2: Key capabilities of an Intelligent cloud network for inspiring new growth in the digital era

Source: Omdia

An intelligent cloud network integrated solution is the way forward. Leveraging the capabilities of
IPv6/IPv6+ for intelligent and flexible network modernization will help build future-proof and cloudnative campus WANs and digital fabric networks. In addition, this cutting-edge solution innovation
helps CSPs enable fast computing power, big data capabilities, and AI-enabled network automation.
The list of key high-level capabilities and futuristic characteristics that CSPs must aim to deliver in
their intelligent cloud network integrated solutions is as follows:

•

Adaptable multicloud connection on network access

•

Network as a service with simplified APIs

•

Deterministic experience

•

End-to-end fully secure protection mechanism

Adaptable multicloud connection on network access
B2B verticals and enterprises can immediately reach multicloud service and applications. One
suitable underlying intelligent IP and optical network runs below multiple clouds, giving flexible and
easy access to all cloud services and applications. The cloud backbone provides flexible connections
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between multiple clouds and networks, while SRv6—thanks to its programmable and flexible
nature—provides cloud-access paths to streamline cross-domain connections. This is different from
CSPs’ existing networks, in which multiple siloed networks are running below multicloud and provide
one connection to one cloud. This multicloud flexibility offers big benefits to B2B enterprises:

•

Preconnection: access to multiple clouds through the cloud PE

•

Preintegration of an AI-enabled automation center with leading cloud service providers

•

Access to multiple networks through the network PE

•

Three-layer connections and multicloud reachability after easy network access

•

End-to-end segment routing: SRv6 makes a one-hop automated connection to the cloud across
different domains

•

Quick service provisioning (within days) can help enterprises with a short time to market for
new services

Network as a service with simplified APIs
NaaS offers agile service provisioning for in-depth cloud network convergence and a cloud-like
network usage and experience. NaaS brings the benefits of cloud- and network-based scheduling by
empowering users to perform one-click e-commerce orders for configurations, management, and
control. With separated cloud and networks, manual segment-by-segment configuration can mean
difficulty in demarcating cloud network faults. NaaS offers noticeable benefits such as the following:

•

Network service abstraction and modeling

•

Agile programming of cloud network integration services

•

Easy OSS and BSS integration and interoperability with third-party vendors

•

On-demand subscription, agile provisioning, and flexible adjustments bring the e-commerce
experience for enterprises

•

One-click network scheduling and progress visualization

Deterministic experience
Enterprise production systems require guaranteed SLAs with low latency, high throughputs, and zero
packet loss. Intelligent SRv6-based hard-pipe slicing facilitates smooth industry cloudification for
multiple enterprises and ensures deterministic experiences:

•

Edge and key service identification and awareness through differentiated tunneling

•

Application-aware networking (APN) for improved service experience
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Network slicing for complete resource slice isolation, committed bandwidth, and committed
delay

•

Dynamic slice bandwidth adjustment to ensure service stability and to meet enterprise
requirements

•

Path adjustment with SRv6-based path delay visualization and awareness

•

Service delay assurance and delay deterioration-driven path recomputation
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End-to-end fully secure protection mechanism
This is possible for enterprise cloud services and data with no security compromises or false reports.
The network should be secured across four security architecture dimensions: management and
control security, device security, service security, and network security. This four-dimensional
security architecture should automatically handle all security compromises because of its AIpowered real threat correlation detections and security policy processing based on software-defined
networking (SDN). The threat correlation analysis algorithm is used to detect and display security
threats and service status, improving the threat detection rate. As a result, closed-loop handling of
network security threats is shortened from days to seconds, reducing security-related losses.

IPv6 is back to save the internet and is imperative
for successful implementation of intelligent cloud
bearer networks
The role of IPv6+ is a crucial and basic stepping-stone into the intelligent digital world. A world of
almost 8 billion people is seeing an explosion in the number of IP-enabled devices. IPv4 address
spaces support only 4.3 billion addresses, and the IPv6 address limit is 340 sextillion (10^21). Trilliondollar B2B and B2B2X vertical markets demand the connection of everything, everywhere. And
running dual-stack IPv4 and IPv6 with complex network address translations (NAT) increases
complexity and latency and so is difficult to secure in AI-enabled SDN networks.
CSPs, governments, and regulators are now feeling the heat and recognizing the immediate
importance of IPv6. The belief is growing that quick widespread adoption of IPv6 and IPv6+ (with
enhanced IP capabilities) will lay a solid foundation for 5G, cloud, and AI, which in turn open doors to
economic and societal opportunities in the post-COVID-19 digital era.
Therefore, end-to-end IPv6 and IPv6+ is an inevitable choice for the next generation of internet
protocol because of its huge 2^128 address space and is well suited to the new and global demands
of 5G, IoT, and the cloud era (see Figure 3). It offers better-sliced performance by ensuring low
latency and less round-trip time thanks to the elimination of NAT requirements. Moreover, IPv6+
technological innovation refines the intelligent cloud network to help carriers explore the business
value of connections, build new business models, and accelerate the digital transformation of
industries.
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Figure 3: IPv6-enabled intelligent cloud network brings a premium user experience

Source: Omdia

Recommendations for CSPs building an intelligent
cloud network framework
Omdia offers key recommendations for CSPs building intelligent cloud network solutions for their
B2B vertical and enterprise customers:

•

CSPs need to develop a strong digital ICT (DICT) strategy and transform their role from
traditional service provider to DICT service provider by offering a combination of information,
communication, and digital services. This proactive role transformation will help CSPs’ business
success in the long term.

•

Intelligent network connectivity is only achieved with cloud and network integration. For
successful business returns in the digital era, network transformation in the form of cloud metro
and cloud backbone IP fabric is imperative for the future competitive consumer and enterprise
digitalization landscape.
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•

Cloud network integration and not simply cloud network connection should be adopted as a key
vision in a CSP’s cloud-based digital transformation charter.

•

To win the B2B market, CSPs need to do real enterprise vertical industry requirement analysis:
enterprises now demand not just connectivity but also agile transport networks for their
production systems.

•

CSPs must provide NaaS and agile service provisioning through public, private, hybrid, and
industry cloud services to B2B verticals and enterprises.

•

CSPs, as owners of the network, should lead the cloud ecosystem by providing e-commerce-style
web-based secure connection to multiple clouds with elastic bandwidth.

•

CSPs must unleash one-fiber multipurpose transport networks by providing a hierarchically
sliced, deterministic service experience for various industries.

•

CSPs should be firm and clear in native IP strategy first and then move ahead toward IPv6 and
IPv6+ (which deeply integrates IPv6 and intelligent IP networks), which will be helpful for
Internet of Everything (IoE), experience assurance, and efficiency multiplication, improving the
innovation capability and productivity of the digital economy.

•

CSPs need to draft a clear IP strategy before large-scale IPv6 and IPv6+ adoption. They should
agree that IPv6+ is imperative for successful implementation of the protocol innovations of SRv6,
network slicing, in-band measurement, BIERv6, and APN6 and the technology innovations
represented by network intelligence network analysis and automated optimizations in the digital
era.

Recommendations for incumbent Tier 1 system
vendors supporting CSPs
•

Vendors’ full support and proof of their all-weather strategic partnerships will amplify CSPs’
efforts to build a truly digital intelligent world.

•

Vendors’ in-depth assurance of their latest solution and technology innovation with quick
returns on intelligent cloud network integration investments will help build CSPs’ core
competitiveness. Close working parity between Tier 1 system vendors and CSPs is needed.

•

Mature product lifecycle management by vendors with clear innovative roadmaps for intelligent
IP would be helpful for service providers. Frequent introduction of new product releases
confuses CSPs and becomes a stumbling block in ongoing network transformations.

•

Incumbent system vendors sharing their successful benchmark project experiences would help
CSPs avoid mistakes.
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•

Vendors’ timely arrangement of new products and innovative technology training for CSP project
development personnel should improve their cloud network integration and sales capabilities.

•

Tier 1 system vendors must give confidence to CSPs that their carbon-free IP datacom products
are ready and will offer full support of IPv6 and IPv6+ with backward compatibility to IPv4.
Furthermore, a high-performance datacom (IP products) is a must for realizing the dream of
intelligent cloud networks and supporting CSPs’ superior network performance with end-to-end
innovative network functions such as SRv6, telemetry, BIERv6 multicasting, and so on.

•

Tier 1 system vendors must help CSPs in their IPv6 go-to-market strategy and guide them on
how enhanced IPv6 can handle their 5G, IoT, and cloud-enabled traffic pattern efficiently and
with improved performance and security.

Intelligent cloud network integration accelerates
the digital transformation of verticals
The global economic outlook is improving with the rollout of vaccines that offer an exit route from
lockdowns. There is greater optimism that economies will bounce back strongly in 2022.
The pandemic severely disrupted supply chains for many verticals and enterprises, but infrastructure
projects are now set to kick-start their digitalization process. The pandemic has cemented the true
value of digital transformation, and now the demand is for immediate focus on digital
transformation and cloudification with strong and agile interconnection for deterministic
experiences.
Big verticals such as healthcare, education, transportation, manufacturing, logistics, and mining
aggressively demand a strong network foundation from CSPs from end to end to secure high-quality,
automated network openness with on-demand multicloud and multinetwork interconnections.
Like many other vertical industry use cases, the following two examples from healthcare and
education demand strong, intelligent cloud network integration.
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Use case: Healthcare demands
intelligent cloud network
integration for multicloud
access
Globally, the healthcare industry requires end-to-end secure, intelligent cloud integration to provide
a service fit to meet natural disasters such as the coronavirus pandemic. As Figure 4 shows,
healthcare is now demanding from CSPs a robust and reliable network for a true digitalization
process. Some of the big challenges for the healthcare industry now are as follows:

•

Inability to control network quality to meet required latency and bandwidth requirements.
The biggest and backbone enterprise sector of any country, healthcare is facing problems in
acquiring the desired network quality with zero packet loss of critical information shared across
multicloud private and hybrid networks.

•

Difficulty of ensuring network reliability. Because of high traffic levels on CSPs’ non-sliced
networks, it is difficult to ensure network resiliency at times of outages and disasters.

•

Complex O&M. Slow network provisioning and complex management of the interconnections of
remote sites and the main hospital center cloud network is the biggest challenge during national
emergencies.
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Figure 4: Intelligent cloud network integration for multicloud access

Source: Omdia

Intelligent cloud network integration with end-to-end secure IP hard-pipe sliced private networks
and one-connection multicloud access ensures a deterministic service experience for the healthcare
industry. This AI-enabled IP network automation with SRv6-enabled hard-pipe sliced network can
meet the dedicated-bandwidth requirements of critical medical services with low latency and
reliable connections.
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Use case: Intelligent cloud
network for digital
transformation of online
education network
The second-largest vertical that needs immediate attention is education. The pandemic precipitated
a new norm of learning from home. At times learning from home, a concept previously only used by
distance-learning programs, was being practiced by students from kindergarten to postgraduate
level.
Tasks such as accessing education provider networks from the home broadband connection, video
security for examination systems, and group research in real time with sharing of critical data
require a high-quality CSP transport network with an excellent user experience with fewer
distortions and data packet losses.
Education digitalization is the next opportunity for CSPs because it demands secure and reliable
private campus networks for education institutions. In addition, secure exam monitoring and rich
research resources with a single agile connection for multicloud access and high service quality
assurance demand intelligent cloud network integrations.
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Figure 5: Intelligent cloud network drives digital transformation of a connectivity-focused network
for online education

Source: Omdia
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Conclusions
In a nutshell, 2022 will be a year of digitalization, when adoption of intelligent cloud networks
enables and inspires all service growth. Transformation of CSPs’ IP bearer transport networks to
meet the requirements of business verticals and network as a cloud at metro and backbone will
bring the adaptability, large capacity, intelligentization, network simplicity, and quick time to market
of new services that are essential for industrial and digital transformation.
CSPs can only get the lion’s share of digital connectivity revenue when they come forward and lead
from the front. They must leverage their strengths and strong lead and enable the “IP on everything”
vision. Intelligent digital—a deterministic networking experience for network-to-cloud integration
with AI-powered threat detection—is a key requirement and has already seen traction among CSPs.
On the other hand, Tier 1 incumbent system vendors are now betting on their ability to deliver
network digitalization, network intelligence, and NaaS, a vision that only becomes a reality with
seamless cloud network integration with best-in-breed IP technology solutions, zero IP packet loss,
guaranteed user experiences, and intelligent AI-enabled network operations.
Huawei, itself an incumbent Tier 1 system vendor, sensed this urgent requirement for cloud network
integration for enterprise digitalization and recently launched its IPv6/IPv6+ enabled intelligent
cloud network solution. Huawei claims that its intelligent cloud network solution will help CSPs reap
business benefits in the digital era. It is enabled with fast computing power, big data, and AI-enabled
automation. It is intended to provide one-hop cloud access with a one-network wide connection,
one-click fast cloud, and network scheduling with one-stop end-to-end integrated security on onefiber multipurpose transport.
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Appendix
Methodology
This whitepaper is based on the Omdia service provider routing and switching team’s detailed analysis of the new, emerging,
and diverse needs of network cloudification. A detailed in-house study on network transformation is conducted and
recommendations are given to CSPs and the vendors industry for the quick adoption of intelligent cloud network synergy, the
quick time to market of new services, and empowerment of enterprise customers.

Further Reading
“Huawei’s one-stop intelligent cloud-network solution for campus, WAN, and fabric networks gains
traction” (June 2021)
2022 Trends to Watch: Service Provider Switching and Routing Portfolios (October 2021)
Service Provider Switching and Routing Forecast - 3Q21 (January 2022)
“The overall market, technology, and the importance of transport network slicing” (August 2021)
A Market and Technology Analysis of the 5G Transport Network Slicing Journey (August 2021)
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